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Notes for Teachers 
 

CAD exercise to use the Loft Tool to make an egg cup 
 

In general students found this task straightforward, however time had to be spent with a number of 

students to ensure they understood the amount by which the circles are offset.  This is explained in 

both the video and the written instructions, but for some students they need a discussion to develop 

their understanding.   

For some it may be worth making 4 cardboard circles of the correct sizes and letting them measure 

them and physically see the offsetting by placing one circle over another. 

The egg cup takes about an hour to 3D print. 
 

Possible extension tasks 

1. Some students added simple decoration to their egg cup, e.g. they made small spheres using 

the primitive tool and attached these around the egg cup.  They first snapped the sphere to the 

size then used the move tool to move the sphere and bed it slightly into the egg cup wall. 

Others added decoration round the base.  Some asked about adding their name or initials but 

this is very difficult to do on a curved surface. 

Another easy decoration is to use spheres to cut out U shapes round the top of the egg cup – 

snap the sphere to the top rim of the egg cup, select the sphere and use the Move handle to 

move it down slightly into the rim, then use Combine Subtract to cut the U shape out. 
 

2. A few students were concerned that the egg cup would not be large enough for the big eggs 

they had at home!  They researched egg sizes but found these refer to the weight of the egg 

and could not find measurement of the ‘girth’ of the egg.   

If you like to live dangerously, you could bring in and measure different sized eggs using 

calipers.  Students could amend the design to better fit larger eggs. 
 

3. The egg cup design is an ideal one to import into another Autodesk free download software, 

123D Make.  This allows you import the STL file and choose from a range of options to produce 

a 2D cut out kit to make the object – examples below for the egg cup: 
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